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One-Sided and Multi-Sided Rank Tests Against Trend in the Case 
of  Concordant  Observers 
By T.J. Terpstra, Enschede 1 )
Summary: Optimal rank tests are derived for testing homogeneity ofk populations observed by 
m independent and concordant observers against oriented respectively non-oriented contiguity 
alternatives with respect to a location parameter. 
By means of the theorems obtained appropriate rank tests are proposed for testing against a
one-sided respectively a multi-sided trend. 
1. Introduction 
Observers are called concordant if an observation x made by some observer on an 
object implies for another observer a the observation 
x =%(x), xeR,, %~G, (1.1) 
on the same object, G denoting the group of continuous and strictly increasing func- 
tions r onto R 1. 
We consider k variables X1 . . . . .  X k with distribution functions F1, 9  9  F k. 
The hypothesis H0 states that 
Ho:F1 = 9 9 9 =Fk ;  
the alternative hypothesis H1 (one-sided trend) that 
(I .2) 
H, : F ,  (x) >~ F2 (x) >~ " " " >l F k (x), ~r x, F ,  :~ F k 
and the alternative hypothesis H2 (multi-sided trend) that 
(1.3) 
H2: Fil (x) >~ Fi2 (x) >1" 9 9 >1 Fik (x), V x, Fi, --/= Fik, 
for some permutation (il . . . . .  ik) of (1,2 . . . . .  k). 
1 ) T.J. Terpstra, Department ofApplied Mathematics, Twente University of Technology, 
Enschede, The Netherlands. 
0026-1335/85/020109-12352.50 9 1985 Physicy-Verlag, Vienna. 
(1.4) 
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For m observers with unknown Oa, ct ~< m the observations taken from 
X i=r  a redenotedbyx  i. l , l<~n , i , i= l  . . . . .  k. Wedefine 
k 
n := E i= 1 na' i '  
m 
rt :---- ~ rt . 
(1.5) 
It is assumed that all n observations are completely independent. By means of 
these observations we want to test Ho against H1 respectively H2. 
As the functions ~ are unknown the m sets of k samples cannot be transformed 
into one set of k samples from the variables X1, .  9 9 X k. The problems tated above 
are invariant under the group of transformations x*a,i,, l = d~* (Xa,i,.l), l <~ nc~,i, 
i= l , . . . , k .  
Maximal invariants for these groups of transformations are the m vectors of n 
o~ 
ranks which are obtained by arranging for each a the corresponding n observations 
according to increasing magnitude. 
In the sequel we denote by Ra, i the vector of n ,  i ordered ranks of  the sample 
(x i; l, l = 1 . . . . .  nc~,i ), i = 1 . . . . .  k. 
It is assumed that the densities f i (x) := Ft.' (x), i ~< k are absolutely continuous, 
thus for each a the n observations are different with probability one. Invariant 
tests with respect o the transformations 4~* are based on statistics which are func- 
tions of the rn vectors of ranks. These statistics have the convenient property that their 
probability distributions under Ho do not depend on the common d. f .F .  
In this paper rank tests are derived for the foregoing two problems. 
For the special case m = 1 and ~1 the identity function appropriate rank tests 
already exist. 
The hypothesis Ho can be tested against HI by means of a critical region consisting 
of large values of the statistic [cf. Hdjek/~idkk]. 
k 1 
T (R) := i?l i (R i - ~n  i (n + 1)), (1.6) 
where 
R. := Y. l, i = 1 . . . . .  k. (1.7) 
t IE  R i 
The hypothesis Ho can be tested against H2 by means of a critical region consisting 
of large values of the statistic [cf. Kruskal/Wallis] 
2 
:= n + + I) (1.8) 
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These statistics are under Ho and appropriate conditions for large n asymptotically 
normally distributed respectively distributed according aX 2-distribution with k -- 1 
degrees of freedom. 
I fF  is the logistic distribution function and f / (x)  = f (x  -- Oi) with 0 i -- Oi_ 1 = 
= (i -- 1) ~, i = 2 . . . . .  k, the first test is the locally most powerful rank test for 
small positive A. 
Moreover, it is asymptotically a maximin most powerful test for Ho against a 
certain class of sequences of "oriented" alternatives which are continguous to Ho 
[cf. Hdjek/,~iddk]. For further results concerning efficiency and optimality properties 
of a general class of k-sample rank tests against rend, to which class the foregoing 
test belongs, cf. Terpstra. 
The second test is asymptotically a maximin most powerful test for Ho against 
the corresponding class of sequences of "non-oriented" alternatives which are conti- 
guous to Ho. 
For the generalized problems of testing Ho against H~ respectively//2 by means of 
the m vectors of ranks for the observations of m concordant observers analogous 
results are obtained. 
In section 2 the locally most powerful rank test is derived against a given regres- 
sion-alternative for a location parameter. 
In section 3 it is shown that a sequence of these tests is asymptotically maximin 
most powerful against a class of sequences of "oriented" location-alternatives which 
are contiguous to Ho. 
For the generalized problem of testing Ho against H2 a rank-test is derived which 
is asymptotically maximin most powerful against a class of sequences of "non-orien- 
ted" location-alternatives which are contiguous to Ho (section 4). 
Using certain efficiency properties of these tests appropriate tests are obtained for 
testing Ho against he hypothesis H1 of a one-sided trend given by (1.3) respectively 
for testing Ho against he hypothesis//2 of a multi-sided trend given by (1.4) (cf. 
section 5). 
As already indicated extensive use will be made of the book "Theory of Rank 
Tests" by H~jek/~id~k. 
v 
In the sequel references to this book will be abbreviated by H[ljek/Sid[lk, simul- 
taneously using their method of reffering. 
Finally we remark that analogous results can be obtained if we consider alternatives 
with a scale-parameter [cf. H~jek/~id~k]. 
2. The Locally Most Powerful Rank Test Against a Regression-Alternative 
We assume that f / (x )  = f (x  --Oi), i <~ k and consider the problem of deriving 
a locally most powerful rank-test for Ho against he simple regression-alternative 
hi: O=Ot +Ac ,  A>O,  
...~t 
where t := (1 . . . . .  1), A a small positive value and ~the  so called regression 
vector. 
(2.1) 
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Defining the statistic 
R :=(RI . . . . .  Rm), 
where 
R~ := tRy, t . . . . .  R~,k), 
(2.2) 
R being a sufficient rank statistic with respect to f/, i = 1 . . . . .  k, the critical region 
for the most powerful rank-test for Ho against Hx consists of those R for which 
P~ (R) / Po (R) is large, Po and P1 being the probability measures under Ho 
respectively HI. 
Now 
P(R) = II P(Ra) (2.3) 
Ot 
and 
Po (R~) = (na!) -1 ~ na., "!" (2.4) 
To obtain PI (R) we introduce following vectors. 
By X we denote the vector of n observations taken by observer a from the 
variables X i' i < k and by R a the corresponding vector of n ranks. 
By X ;  0 we denote the corresponding vector if k samples of sizes ned,i, i <~ k are 
taken of the variables Xi, i <~ k. By R ;0 we denote the corresponding vector of n 
ranks. 
Then we have for any set S generated by the n a ranks in the na-dimensional 
Euclidean sample space (cf. (1.1)) 
=e(R (x~;0) ~ s) =e(e  0 ss).  (2.5) 
Thus we obtain 
e, (Ro)= e, (2.6) 
where [cf. Lehmann, p. 254] 
p, (R-'~)=(n,) -1 E(H i I1 f(x(t)- -(O+Aci)))  
" z~r~,i  r (x~ l) -o )  ' 
X~ 1) . . . . .  X(0 n~) being the order statistics for a random sample of size n from 
the density f (x  - -  0). 
(2.7) 
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v 
Now, for an absolutely continuous density fwith [Hitjek/Siddtk, p. 67 and Lemma 
4.8a] 
+oo 
f If' (x) t dx < oo (2.8) 
- -oo  
we obtain 
P, (R )  = (n !)-' (1 + A /Z c i So~,i (3'/-, Ra) + o (A)), 
where 
(2.9) 
~,i (Tf, Ro) := X a n ('yf, 1), 
l~ Ra,i 
(2.10) 
in which the scorefunction 7/-is defined by 
. l / . (u l :=- - f ' (F - '  (u)) 0<u<l  
I (F- x (u)) ' 
(2.11) 
and the scores by 
0 := Evi(v.(u), t -< . ,  (r I, a n 
Un (1) . . . . .  U(n n) beint the order statistics of a random sample of size n from the 
uniform distribution on [0, 1 ]. 
By means of the foregoing results we finally obtain 
(2.12) 
P1 (R) 
= 1 +A~. c iS  i (~[ f ,R)+o(A) ,  Po (R) l 
(2.13) 
in which 
s,. (-r I, R) := z s ;  (v,.-, R,~). (2.14) 
Thus, for sufficiently small A, the most powerful rank-test against HI is given by a 
critical region consisting of large values of the statistic 
r - ; (s  c s (2.15) 
in which 
_.>t 
s (~s) := (s, (~s' ~) . . . . .  s k (~f, R)). (2.16) 
Thus we obtain 
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Theorem 2.1 
If the density f is absolutely continuous and satisfies (2.8), then the test whisch 
Ho for large values of the statistic T7 (if(V/-)) is for small positive A the rejects 
locally most powerful rank-test against the hypothesis 
Kf.zx-d:={(f, , -O),-O=O-~+ Ac~ --oo<0 <+oo}. (2.17) 
3. Asymptotic Properties of the One-Sided Rank Test Against Location 
Alternatives 
We consider a probability distribution f (x ;  0) = f (x  -- O) with finite Fisher- 
information 
0 < I /<~,  
where 
1 
:= 0I,  (u)au 
(3.1) 
v 
Then condition (2.8) also holds which implies that [cf. H{t]ek/Sid{tk, p. 66] 
n 1 
s a n (Tf, 0 = n f "r I (u) au = 0. (3.2) 
1=1 0 
Remark 
It follows that Tb-, (S'(3'/)) is independent of a shift in the vector ~. In the sequel 
it will be assumed that cl + 9 ~ 9 + c k = O. Using the equality 
r~(s (~r))= z r~(s~ (~?), (3.3) 
Cr 
Y 
we immediately obtain from Theorem V. 1.5. a in H,~]ek/Sid~k 
Theorem 3.1 
If for v = 1,2 . . . . .  m and k do not depend on v and 
~i ",~,i;,, (%, - ~;)~ 
min ~ ~, (3.4) 
max (ci;v -- c,~ ;)2 
! 
where 
:= (na)- I  ~i na'i ci '  (3.5) 
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- ->  
then under H0 and condition (3.1) the statistic TS, (S (Tf)) is for v --> ~ asymtotically 
normal (/a c, o 2) with 
lac = O, 
(3.6) 
02c =If~a ~i ' 
We now consider the problem of determining the limit distribution of Tb~ (S (Tf)) 
under the alternative hypothesis that Xi, v, i = 1,2 . . . .  , k is distributed according 
to the density g (x - di, v) with (dr) satisfying for each a the condition that 
{~i  n~'i (di;v _~;v)2  ~2 > 0, (3.7) 
max(di; ~ - d - ; )2  ~ 0 .  
-_.> 
Then for each c~ the sequence of densities induced by (Xa;0;v} (cf. section 2) is con- 
tiguous to the sequence of densities induced by (X a ;0;v } under the supposition that 
each Xi, v is distributed according to the same density g (x -- ~ ;v)" The latter 
supposition satisfies the hypothesis H0, ~. 
Remark 
As condition (3.7) is invariant for a shift in the location-vector ~we introduce for 
---> 
each d with~ dl + " 9 9 + d k = 0 the class Kg;~2,. . . ,~ m2 ((dr))  of contiguity alter- 
natives (Ou} with O i, v = di, v + 0 v, 0 v being arbitrary. For these alternatives the vector 
~'0 ,with 0'. :=  O'. -- k (O1 + " 9 9 + O k ), i = 1,2 , . .  . ,k, isequaltotheknown 
vector d. 
Theorem 3.2 
If for v = 1,2 . . . . .  m and k do not depend on v and (3.1) holds for land g, then 
under condition (3.4) and under the alternative Kh.o2 ~ 2 ({d}) given by (3.7) 
. .+ t ; ,~  , .  ' '  ,~  m 
the variable T~ (S ('),f)) is asymptotically normal (lacd , 02 c ) with o 2 given by (3.6) and 
t 
#cd = (Tf, 7g) ~ C (h+l . . . . .  h~m ) cX (3.8) 
where 
1 
(7I' ~'g) := f 7 f  (u) 7g (u) du, (3.9) 
c (h~l , -~ := - "  . . . .  nm) E C(n  ) (3.10) 
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and 
.-l~no`l(no`--no`l)--no`lno`2.']'_--na_ln_.o~k I 
C (n-*~) =no` l--- n-'ak n a-1 -- n--ak n o`2"''nak (no, --no`k)/" 
Proof 
-t  
The proof is quite analogous to the proof of Theorem VI. 2.4 in H~]ek/SidMc. It
follows by applying LeCAM's third lemma. We obtain 
_~ ~..> ._~ t _.>r ~ -+ --> 
.  =covo (aS S  = covo (S .Sr)c, 
where 
COVo (S'g, S )  = X COVo (L  Lf) 
o` ,g~ 9 
.v  
and [cf. Hfjek/Sid[tk, p. 217] 
covo (L,,, L r = 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
It immediately follows that a sequence of tests based on large values of the variable 
T b- (S (7/-)) is (among all tests based on a variable of this structure) asymptotically 
most powerful against he corresponding class of contiguity alternatives 
2 ((c}) defined by (3.7). As K.f,.62 . . . . .  6 m 
Pao [Tc~l -~ ~ ~ ot, 
we obtain for the asymptotic power 
(3.15) 
P(f'~');~ 12 . . . . .  ~m2 [T~> ~1.c~ Oc]~ 1 -- ~b (~l.o` --( l f  2;o`  6~)1/2), (3.16) 
where ~a = r (a) and q~ the standard normal distribution function. It follows that 
....> 
the efficiency of the test based on large values of T7 (S (7)) for testing Ho against 
2 ((d)) is, under the condition that 
gg;6~ . . . . .  ~ m 
~" ~. ne i'v (ciw -- Eo`;v) (di'v --da;u ) 
,'~ ! ' '  , 
~p~O,  
equal to p2p},g, where 
(3.17) 
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1 
f ~I (u) Vg (u) du 
0 
/>0 (3.18) Pf, g := 1 1 
{fo "/; (u) du f Tg J 1/2 
[cf. HS]ek/SidSk, VII.2 ]. 
For each v a maximin most powerful test exists for testing H0 against he class of 
2 ((c-~). Denoting the maximin power of this test contiguity-alternatives Kf,.~ ~ . . . . .  6 m 
by ~'r (a,' Ho, K/,.~ . . . . .  6~ ((c~)) the following theorem can be shown [cf. HS/ek/ 
SidSk, Theorem VII.1.3 ]. 
Theorem 3.3 
If for v = 1,2 . . . . .  m and k do not depend on u, then under condition (3.1) 
2 ((c-~)) -+ l -~(~x.a - ( I f~  6~)1/2). flu (a;Ho, K f ;~  . . . . .  8 m (3.19) 
The maximin-power is asymptotically reached by the rank test based on large values 
of the rank statistic Tc-,(S (]if)). 
4. A Multi-Sided Rank Test Against Location Alternatives and its Asymptotic 
Properties 
In the foregoing section it has been shown that the sequence of tests based on large 
values of T-~ (S (Tf)) is asymptotically maximin for testing Ho against he class of 
contiguity alternatives Kf;6~ . . . . .  6 ~ ((c-~)with a known sequence of vectors 
b~(Cx +-  9 9 + c k = 0) .  
We now consider the class Kf;6~ . . . . .  6 2 m of alternatives (O} also satisfying 
"->t condition (3.7), but for this class the vectors 0 ,  with 01 := 0 i - -k  -1 (01 + 9 9 9 + Ok), 
are unknown. 
To obtain an asymptotically maximin rank test for Ho against his alternative is
..-> 
seems promising to investigate first the limit distribution of the vector S v Cry) under 
Ho and underKf;6~ . . . .  82 . 
' m v 
Analogously to Theorem V.2.2 and Theorem VI.3.1 in H6jek/Siddk we can prove 
Theorem 4.1 
If for v ~ oo m and k do not depend on v and 0 < I f  < 0% then under H 0,v and for 
m!n na,i; ~ ~ oo the vector S v is asymptotically multinormal (0, I fC  (n 1 ;v . . . . .  n-+m;v ))' 
~, l  
where I f  and C (~1 . . . . .  n-rm ) are given by (3.1) respectively (3.10) and (3.11). 
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Theorem 4.2 
If for v ~ ~ m and k do not depend on v and 0 < I f  < ~, then under the alter- 
. . . .> 
native /r 2 defined by (3.7) and for min n a i.v --' ~ the vector S (7/) is 
,,,61 . . . . .  6 m a,i , '  
asymptotically multinormal 
(Jif,'u (~'v)'If C (nl  ;v, " " , nm ;v)), where (cf. (3.8)) 
~'/- (~) = I f  C(n~ . . . . .  n-~m)-O. (4.1) 
The asymptotic analogue of the foregoing problem is thus that of testing for a vector 
Z = (Z1 . . . . .  Zk) '  with a (k -- 1)-dimensional normal distribution with mean 
~'= EZ and given covariance matrix A the hypothesis H that ~= ~. This problem is 
equivalent with a linear hypothesis problem [cf. Lehmann, section 7.12] and for this 
k-1 k-1 
problem a LiMP invariant est exists given by the rejection region Y~ Z bi] z i z] >1 C, 
i=1 ]=1 
in which bff are the elements of the inverse matrix of the non-singular covariance- 
matrix of the variables Z~ . . . . .  Zk. 1 . 
This quadratic test-statistic has under H a X~. l-distribution and under the alternative 
77 a non-central X2-distribution with k -- 1 degrees of freedom and non-centrality 
k-1 k-1 
parameter ~2 = i= lZ ]=1~-" bi/ 71i ~1]" 
This invariant est has also the character of a maximin test [cf. Lehmann, p. 338]. 
Thus it is obvious to introduce the rank-statistic 
Hn*l . . . . .  ~'m (S (Tf)):=I/:a Sk' l  ('Yf) Ckl"l'k'l ('~1 . . . . .  n~m)Sk.1 (Tf), (4.2) 
in which Sk. 1 := (S~ . . . . .  Sk_l) and Ck. 1 ,k-1 the matrix which is obtained from 
C (-nl, 9 9 9 , n m) ~ by deleting the k-th row and k-th column. It may be expected that 
this rank-statistic has under Ho asymptotically a X 2-distribution with k - 1 degrees 
of freedom and under the alternative KL.6~ ' 62 a non-central X2-distribution 
" " " ~ rn  
with k -- 1 degrees of freedom. We first derive a symmetric expression for the rank- 
statistic by making use of the following consideration. 
The vector S is a (k -- 1)-dimensional vector and the rank of C (~ . . . . .  nm) is 
also equal to k -- 1. 
- ->  
Then, apart from a translation vector, a unique solution S* exists for the equation 
S = C(~1 . . . . .  ~m) if*. (4.3) 
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Then we obtain 
H~I . . . . .  -~m (S(7 f ) )= I71S*Ck 'k ' l  C-lk'l'k-x Ck- l ,k -if*= 
. .~  - ._,~.F 
= jl s.c *=iil z s .c  
ot 
where 
....~ r 
s* c = x , 
l 
and 
~* := n -a Z n ,  i S~. 
a a i 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
For the special case rn = 1 it can be shown that S~ -- S* - - _ ni 1 Si and we obtain 
_, %) 
H~ (S (Tf)) = I ;  1 Y, - - ,  
i n i 
(4.6) 
the known Kruskal-Wallis statistic for the k-sample problem. This also suggests to in- 
troduce the vectors 
~a* := C if*, a <<. m. (4.7) 
Then we obtain 
Hh+ I . . . . .  h~m(S (7 / ) )= E Hn-, a (~a* (T f)), (4.8) 
in which Hh+ (~a* (7/-)) is given by (4.6). 
From the definition of lib* I . . . . .  h-" m (ff(Tf)) we immediately obtain [Hh]ek/Sidttk, 
the last part of the proof of Theorem V.2.2 and also Corollary VI.3.1 ]. 
Theorem 4.3 
I f  for v ~ oo m and k do not depend on v, 0 < I f ,<  oo and rnin n, i ;  v --* 0% then 
Ott/ 
under the hypothesis H 0 ;~ the variable H~ , h" (Sv (3's has asymptotically 
1;~ . . . .  m;~ 
a X 2-distribution with k -- 1 degrees of freedom; under the alternative Kr 82 62 
1;  1 , . . . ,  rn 
defined by (3.7) the variable Hh+ 1;~ . . . . .  n-'m; v (S v (7/-)) has asymptotically a non- 
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central • with k - 1 degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter 
6u = v--*-lim H~I ;v' ' 9 9 ' ~m;v (fff;v (0;)) = If Za 62"a (4.9) 
If we denote the (1 - a)-quantile of the X 2-distribution with k -- 1 degrees of freedom 
by • amd by Fk. 1 (., 65) the distribution function of the non-central X 2 with 1-c~,k-1 
k - 1 degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter 62, then it follows from Theo- 
rem 4.3 that 
PHo [H-~, . . . . .  ~m (~(3'f)) >~ X~-a'kX ] -+a (4.10) 
and 
Pq, o );6~, ~ [/-/,~ ~ (s (V)) ~ Xt.~,k. 1 ] -"> 
" ' ' '  m ' ' ' ' '  m 
1 --Fk_ 1 k-1 Y a (x~_~, ,L z ~). 
v 
Then we can prove analogously to Theorem VII.1.4 in HS]ek/SidAk. 
(4.11) 
Theorem 4.4 
If for v ~ oo m and k do not depend on v and 0 < I f  < oo then for min n,i;  v ~ oo  
a, i  
(3v (O~;Ho, K.f,.6~ ' ~2 )~1 --Fk. 1 (X~.a,k.1, 1rE 5~). (4.12) 
This power is asymptotically reached by the rank test based on large values of 
;~ ..... ~ (s %)). 
v 
It can be shown [cf. HS]ek/Sid~k, Theorem VII.2.3] that the efficiency of the rank 
test based on H~I . . . . .  ~m (S (7[)) for testing Ho against he alternative 
Kg;6~ . . . . .  82m is equal to @,g (Of, g > 0), where pf, g is defined by (3.18). 
It is interesting to investigate the influence of the fact of more than one observer 
9 --+ 
on the power of the test. Thus we compare the power of  the test for the design ~ . . . .  , nrn 
with the power of  the test for the design with one observer and ~ taken equal to 
,, := z ~.  (4.13) 
o: 
From the equality 
z z, ,  . (o . -~)2  = y , , / , (o , -~) : - z ,  (~ 
where 
~=n- '  Z n~,  
- ~y,  
(4.14) 
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it follows that with respect o contiguity alternatives the power of the m-observer- 
test is at most equal to the power of the one-observer-test, this equality being 
reached if 
na;v (0~;v -- 0v )2 ~ 0. (4.15)- 
5. Testing Against a One-Sided and a Multi-Sided Trend 
First we consider the problem of testing H0 against H1 (cf. (1.2) and (1.3)). 
For the special case that under H1 F i (x) = F (x -- ci), i = 1,2 . . . . .  k, it has been 
shown in section 3 that the test with a critical region consisting of large values of the 
statistic Tc~ (S (~,f)) is an asymptotically optimal rank test. 
If we do not know anything about F1 . . . . .  F k and ~then we may prefer the 
simplicity of the statistic to the efficiency of the corresponding test and consider 
the statistic 
T (R1 . . . . .  Rm) = Z i i S i (R1 . . . .  ,Rm), 
where 
(5.1) 
z 1 . . . . .  m)= a n -~(ZRa, i - -na ,  i (na+ l)} 
and 
(5.2) 
= z t, (5 .3 )  Ra,i IERa, i 
Ra, i denoting the vector of n,  i ordered ranks for the sample X , i , l ,  l <~ n , i ,  if all 
observations in row a are arranged according to increasing magnitude. 
The hypothesis Ho will be rejected against H1 for large values of T (R 1 . . . . .  R m). 
Under Ho and the conditions of Theorem 3.1 the variable T is asymptotically 
Y 
normally distributed with mean and variance given by [Hdjek/Siddk, p. 61] 
(T (R, . . . . .  Rm ) I Ho) = O, 
1 n 
var(T(R,  . . . . .  Rm) IH~ ~ Z ~ jna'j)2 " 
(5.4) 
In the same way, for testing Ho against he hypothesis/-I 2 of  a multisided trend 
-+  
(cf. (1.4)), an appropriate test is obtained by using the statistic Hn--, l . . . . .  ~m (S (~'f)) 
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-9. 
defined by (4.4) and (4.5), taking for S the vector defined by (5.2) and (5.3). 
Then we obtain the statistic 
H-hi ' " 9 " ' -nm (R1 . . . . .  R m ) = 3 ~a ~'t n~ (S~ -- ~*)2, (5.5) 
where S is a solution of (4.3), in which ffis given by (5.2) and (5.3) and S* is 
ot 
defined by (4.5). 
Another expression follows from (4.8) and (4.6), obtaining 
S ~ 2 9 -~  ~ ~ 
. . . . .  R m) = 3 z z 
' " " " ' a i na ,  i 
(5.6) 
in which S~*, i follows from (4.3) and (4.7). 
The hypothesis Ho will be rejected against/-/2 for large values of H (R: . . . . .  R m). 
Under the hypothesis Ho and for min na, i ~ oo (cf. Theorem 4.3) the variable 
O~,l 
H (R 1 . . . . .  R m) has asymptotically a X z-distribution with k -- 1 degrees of freedom. 
Finally we remark that the foregoing property also holds for m ~ oo and 
na, i=n  i, a<~m, i<~k. (5.7) 
Then the Central Limit Theorem for multi-dimensional probability distributions may 
be applied to the vector S = Z S ,  from which it follows that the statistic 
~ 3 (2R i -- m (n + 1) ni )2 
Hm.nl  ' nk (R: . . . . .  Rm)  m (n + 1) 2 ~ , (5.8) . . . .  ' i n i 
in which 
Ri=Y"  Ra i '  
Ot 
(5.9) 
has under H0 and for m ~ oo asymptotically a • with k -- 1 degrees of 
freedom. 
Foregoing statistic is for the special case that ni . . . . .  n k = 1 equal to Fried- 
man's statistic for the problem of m rankings [cf. Friedman; H~jek/,~id~k, p. 117]. 
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